
POLYGRAPH EXAMINATION 

 CONSENT FORM 

 

  

Full Name (printed) _________________________________________________,  
 

Address ___________________________________________________________ 

 

Date of Birth: _________________       Mobile tel. ________________________ 

 

I hereby understand the following points of polygraph examination: 

1. My refusal to do polygraph examination cannot be considered as a fact of 

concealing (hiding) information or as a reason to restrict my rights, freedoms 

and legitimate interests. 

2. In the process of examination only previously discussed questions can be 

asked. 

3. I can refuse to continue the examination at any moment. 

4. As a result of the examination the report will be submitted and passed 

over to the initiator of this examination. 

5. I am informed that examination is harmless and safe for my health. 

 

 I hereby claim that at the present moment I feel or have neither of the 

following states: 

▪ staying in a state of narcotic or alcoholic intoxication; 

▪ acute period of somatic or psychic diseases; 

▪ sharp pain; 

▪ body intoxication; 

▪ diseases with acute cardio-vascular or respiratory failure; 

▪ traumas, injuries, anatomical anomaly, fingers frostbite or the upper 

limbs amputation; 

▪ birth or acquired mental retardation in the middle or late stage; 

▪ regular treatment by strong medicaments or psychotropic substances, 

which effect the central nervous system, cardio-vascular or respiratory 

system; 

▪ pregnancy; 

▪ after heart attack or stroke in recent years. 

 

By signing this Consent Form, I agree to have polygraph examination and I 

am ready to follow the examination rules, as I am interested in getting reliable 

results. 

 

I consent to the use and processing of my personal data. 

 

Signature _________________________ 
 



This my consent is given voluntarily, without any forcing, pressure or other 

illegal methods to influence my will from outside or interested people.  

                     __________________ 
                                              (signature) 

 

I am a confident user of English. I have chosen ___________ for polygraph 

examination myself.                                                                     (language)         

                       

I don’t mind video- and audio-recording during the examination. 

                                                                                     __________________ 
                                             (signature) 

I am informed about the following:  

 

1. Polygraph examination is approximately 1-2 hours long. 

2. I must not counteract (resist) to the examination. I must not create any 

conditions to distort (falsify) the examination results. Any attempts of resisting or 

cheating are easy to define, and it will be considered as counteraction to the 

polygraph examination.  

3. A polygraph examiner’s questions can be not only business- and work-

related, but also about my personality. At the same time, any questions concerning 

sexual propensities, political or religious preferences are excluded.  

4. Testing process doesn’t cause any harm or damage to my health or life. 

Polygraph testing is organized by special rules where a person’s physical reactions 

are screened and scored with the help of a polygraph machine. 

5. I must answer every question of the polygraph examiner in monosyllables 

(in a short and clear way). At the same time, the same questions can be repeated in 

order to exclude accidental reactions.   

6. Article 63 of the Constitution of Ukraine: a person has no responsibility 

for refusing to provide data or explanations regarding themselves, relatives or 

others stated by the law. 

                                                                                       __________________ 
                                        (signature) 

 

I hereby consent to pass all the examination materials over to the initiator of 

this examination: 

 

__________________________________________________________________ 
(!!! specify the person / company to whom the result will be passed) 

 

After completing the polygraph examination, I confirm that I don’t have any 

complaints against the polygraph examiner and the conditions of the polygraph 

examination. 

                                                                                   __________________ 
                                         (signature) 

“___” ___________ 20__  
(“date” month year) 


